
DARE TO BE UNIQUE 
 

Dare to be ... in Gold 
  

 
 
Autumn has set in and winter is coming. The end of the year festivities are an opportunity to create 
lots of special moments to share with our families and friends. To recreate our childhood feelings of 
excitement and wonder, we redecorate and transform our interiors. To create this very special 
atmosphere, we suggest pyrite. A naturally golden stone, so golden that the first prospectors of this 
metal literally went mad with joy at the thought of their new found fortune. But this is not gold, it is an 
impressive mineral with a highly contemporary look and perfectly geometric crystals. A half-way house 
between tradition and modernity. 
 

 
 
Dodecahedral Pyrite on brass stand. 9.3Kg : Massive block of a rare form of Pyrite: the Dodecahedral 
prism shape ( 12 faces crystals ) from Peru. This metal, also called fools gold, has the golden hue of 
gold, but a higher melting temperature: 1180 degrees celcius.And definitely a lower 
price... #oneofakind 
W 8in x 5in x H 11in 
 



 

Lapis-lazuli 2.6kg on brass base The best Lapis-Lazuli come from the north of Afghanistan 
(Badakhshan province). The mines in this narrow valley, often covered by snow, have been exploited for 
6000 years! The Sumerians and then the Egyptians seemed to value this incredibly blue stone, as many 
statues and beads, have been found in the tombs of the most important peoples. This mineral is 
composed of 14 different elements, but the most important is the blue Lazurite and an extra value is 
added by the shinny Pyrite that made a golden line on this piece. #oneofakind 
W 7in x 4in x H 8in 
 
 
 
 

 

Fluorite with pyrite from Morocco, on brass base These translucent cubes with a green tint, more 
concentrated in the center are typical Fluorites. They can be found in different places of the world, but 
those of El Hamman in Morocco (near the city of Meknes) are of an incredible purity. The main vein 
that is worked for an industrial purpose is 4 Km long. And the specimens that we collected in 2015 have 
the peculiarity to be covered with pyrite: golden stars reflecting in an ocean... #oneofakind 
W 3in x 2in x H 5in  
 
 

 
 

 

 


